isn't making a fool of himself?••••and my wife and [ have Edward grudged the time and labour, often almost bitterly. For the Thompson mere bulk of Tagore's work was itself like a steam-roller on Tagore over the mind, and left very little there when I liucl finished! The Oxford Press, who had originally asked for tlie book, funked publishing it and it was held up for 3! years, And then it; got a disappointing press over here—-not in amount of space, for experience has shown me that a book on an Indian subject cannot interest reviewers or editors unless It follows certain well-known lines—this book got quite a fair amount of space*-*but the space was so witlessly used. The Times Literary Supplement was provincial and querulous— the writer, who confessed lie knew nothing about the mat-tor, wasted his space in 'gravely doubting' if there was any Value' in comparing English and Indian poets. I suppose lie would not have complained if a man who wrote about Chaucer remembered Dante and the Provcnjals—and mod-era Indian literature has grown up under the shadow of English literature* And of course English poets are those my own countrymen know best, and next to Bengali and Sanskrit are those best known to Indian readers,
Tagore has been unlucky in this—so far as the English influence on his work goes he belongs to the Tennysonian age, but he has the misfortune to come up for judgement by the age of T. S* Eliot and Aldous Huxley, He won't get justice now—nothing could get him justice. Leonard Voolf, for example, in the Nation—% paper very friendly to India— said there was not a single quotation in my book which did not seem to him altogether worthless. But he ought to have seen the daemonic energy and fierceness of Sea-Waves, if of nothing else. A literature in which every poet was like T. S. Eliot and every novelist like E, M. Forster would be fairly arid. We do need less narrow canons of criticism.
1 am sure that our worst mistake has been in caring so little
about Indian thought and literature, They have a right to
demand that we care what they think; and the fact of their
political subordination makes them resent our contempt,
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